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Preface 

- What follows are expressly suggestions, based largely on anecdotal evidence: Past 

experiences within the Faculty of Humanities, experiences in other faculties, observations 

relation to programs elsewhere. In the opinion of the language group it is necessary to do 

proper research (e.g. on the causes of study dropout and delay; on the needs in the market of 

potential students; on competitiveness with other institutions; etc.) before using these 

recommendations to take concrete measures. 

- The current financial problems of the faculty can only partly be addressed by the type of 

measures that the taskgroup has considered: the complex of causes are diverse, and not easy 

to address (‘law of communicating vessels’) 

- The main causes that can be addressed using one of the following variants are: dropout 

insofar it is caused by a lack of flexibility; reduction in student inflow when caused by a 

mismatch between supply and demand; and, to a lesser degree, poor profitability of small 

programs. 

- Although not part of her task, a number of efficiency - enhancing measures were repeatedly 

talked about in the discussions; these are in included a separate annex to this report. 

 

 

Course of action 

 

- The task force has met four times 

- Discussed in the first meeting were the mission and course of action of the taskgroup. 

- The taskgroup has studied a number of foreign ‘liberal arts’ and ‘Liberal arts and sciences' 

programs (UCL, King's College, Melbourne, ...) 

- In addition, the taskgroup has looked at experiences in relevant programs in the Netherlands: 

Leiden, Nijmegen, Utrecht, Groningen, the VU; for this purpose interviews were conducted 

with persons involved in those programs. 

- This data has been discussed and developed during the second and the third meeting. 

- In the closing meeting, the results were discussed in unison and its preliminary  

conclusions were formulated 

 

 

The taskgroup has identified a number of possible ways in which valuable elements from a 

‘liberaly-artsy’ approach to take over identified. This is also limited because known examples of liberal 

arts programs function in an academic context differs from the Dutch system in a number of 

essentials ways. Elements that can possibly be applied in the Dutch context, and more specifically at 

the UvA-FGW, are briefly described below and scored on a number of preconditions. 

A direct recommendation is omitted because A: much is unclear about the effects in relation to the 

previously identified problems and B: the effectiveness associated decisions in other areas are in part 

due to administrative decisions in other areas. 



Preconditions: 

 

- "Revision": The variant requires a comprehensive review of the existing curriculum 

- "Austerity": The introduction of the variant contains reference points for necessary cuts 

- "Investment": The variant requires additional investments 

- "Homebase": The variant offers students (and staff) clear possibilities for identification 

- "Connection":  The variant provides a connection to an existing MA program (UvA or 

elsewhere) or the teacher training programs in the language schools. Based on: At least 90 EC 

in a disciplinary major and least 90 EC language training for the language schools 

- "Branding": The variation provides role model material for "Humanities at the UvA" 

  

  

The variants in Table 1 are scored on these parameters as "yes" "neutral", "no". (There are of course 

many gradations.) 

 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 

"Revision" no no neutral/yes neutral yes 

"Austerity" yes neutral yes neutral neutral 

"Investment" neutral neutral yes yes no 

"Homebase" neutral yes yes no no 

"Connection" no (?) yes yes no neutral 

"Branding" yes no neutral yes neutral 

 

 

  



Variant 1, ‘The Leiden model’: 

 

Characteristic: 

- create a new program by combining existing disciplinary education and principally through 

organisational coordination 

Possibilities at the UvA: 

- expansion of European Studies to European and Regional Studies; Urban Studies 

Examples elsewhere: 

- International Studies in Leiden 

Advantages: 

- no large scale review of existing supply 

- possibility to enhance the profitability of language programs (coupled to the elimination of 

small, independent language programs 

- can be realized with relatively little investment (in particular, due to coordination) 

- the example of International Studies at Leiden suggests that it can attract new students in 

particular 

Disadvantages: 

- not clear whether there is sufficient identification capabilities for students; staff’s homebase 

continues to be their own discipline 

- the link to the regular master programs is not self-evident 

 

 

Variant 2, "The Model T”: 
[translator’s note: Don’t say it’s not ‘conveyor belt education’ and then name whole thing after Henry Fucking Ford] 

 

Characteristic: 

- organization of alternative choices of the student; addresses the lack of flexibility in the first 

year by pushing the electives to forward in time 

Possible implementation: 

- in the 1st  year, the student chooses a combination of disciplinary introductory courses (30 

EC) and thematic modules (“The Netherlands in the World", "Canon of European Culture", 

"National Thinking", "Amsterdam in the Golden Age”) (30 EC) in 2nd year the student 

transitions to a disciplinary program. 

Advantages: 

- can be organized fairly simple; only requires adjustment in the how courses in existing 

offerings build upon each other 

- Makes it easier to switch from disciplinary major 

Disadvantages: 

- yield is mainly in possible reduction of dropout, no further starting points for cuts 

- "Branding" seems limited, and there may be a negative effect in the perception of potential 

students with a strong disciplinary motivation  



Variant 3, ‘alpha / alpha model’: 

 

Characteristic: 

- where the T-model coexists with the interdisciplinary programs, the alpha / alpha - model is a 

replacement of the same; there are multiple variants between the organizational approach to 

the T-model and the purely substantive motivation for the alpha/alpha model 

Possible implementation: 

- all students take 5 x 6 = 30 EC introductory courses with a thematic approach, in the field of 

history, philosophy, art, literature, digital humanities, and 30 EC in a number of disciplinary 

introductions; in the second year a transition into a disciplinary major combined with an 

interdisciplinary component 

Advantages: 

- provides reference for cuts 

- may be attractive to potential students with a broad interest  

Disadvantages: 

- calls for revision of the existing supply 

- requires substantial investment in new education [contradict much?] 

- potentially negative impact on prospective students with a clear disciplinary motivation 

 

 

Variant 4, "The alpha/bèta-, alpha/gamma model”: 

 

Characteristic: 

- thematically oriented programs that combine a primary humanities core with a substantial 

portion exact/social sciences 

Example elsewhere: 

- Liberal Arts and Sciences in Utrecht, Tilburg 

Possibilities at the UvA: 

- a number of programs are conceivable: Digital humanities & e-science (Computer science, 

mathematics); humanities and cognitive science (cognitive psychology, neurobiology); cultural 

heritage and material sciences (chemistry, physics); cultural economics (subjects with culture 

economics, law); Urban Studies & globasliation studies (in combination with, eg., social 

geography, sociology) 

Advantages: 

- potentially attractive for students with an alpha/beta or alpha/gamma interest 

- UvA-specific branding is possible 

- can create a closer link to research centres of gravity 

Disadvantages: 

- requires additional investments in coordination and development of new education 

- no starting points for cuts 

- identifying opportunities for students are problematic; staff homebase continues to be own 

discipline 

- Link to regular master programs not self-evident 



Variant 5, 'the EPP - model’: 

 

Characteristic: 

- the student shall assemble on an individual basis a program half consisting of components in 

the humanities and the other half of components in the exact or social sciences 

Example elsewhere: 

- PPE program at Oxford, Cambridge 

Implementation: 

- requires careful intake procedure and constant supervision by a mentor 

Advantages: 

- appealing to students who are different interests and want to combine skills 

- can be introduced without any revision or development of new educational supply 

Disadvantages: 

- requires investment in guidance, also concerning lack of clear identifying opportunities for 

individual students 

- no starting points for cuts 

- unclear "branding" opportunities 

- link to regular master programs not self-evident 

 

 

Appendix: Suggestions for additional measures for increasing efficiency 

  

[NB. Some of the following measures have already been introduced to some degree programs in the 

faculty.] 

  

Assumptions: 

1. the poor efficiency is partly because too many students (try to) follow too many components 

2. other causes are a badly-planned stay abroad 

3. quality differences between students should not be expressed in "more" but "better" 

  

Possible measures: 

  

A. regarding "too much": 

- no registration for more than the nominal number of ECTS credits in the first year 

- restriction to a maximum of two additional components of a total of 12 ECTS in the second 

year, subject to prior approval by the examination on the basis of an intrinsic motivation 

  

B. regarding"better": 

- in each course / range should be possible at least 50% of the elements to be taken at two 

levels: Standard and A 

- for A-level, mainly stricter qualitative requirements apply 

  

  



C. regarding stays abroad: 

- every resident abroad must be approved in advance by the Exam Board based on an intrinsic 

motivation 

- stay abroad must fit into the semester classification of the faculty; a deviating plan requires 

the student to fill in the "remaining time" with individual study components in the program 

- a stay abroad must provide the same level of ECTS as would be achieved in the home program 

during the corresponding period 

- the program is partly responsible for what education the student follows during a stay abroad: 

the content fits within the program; a teacher involved in the program assesses marginal 

content and closure requirements 

  

D. regarding the conclusion of the program: 

- there is one fixed exam date per year 

- students are required to complete a thesis seminar, even when writing an individual thesis 

- access to thesis supervision is possible only if a minimum of 75 ECTS have been completed 

- if a student does not graduate after n + 1 year, the right to guidance is lost 

  

E. additional requirements regarding cum laude: 

- only when the degree is obtained within the nominal program length 

- only when a minimum of 45 ECTS at A level have been completed 


